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Now, draw some Easter pictures of your own                
and label them with expanded noun phrases.

1. Tick one.  

Read this story extract from ‘Saving Easter’ and then answer 
the following questions:

the unhappy children

the chickens

the Easter Bunny

the hens

This was a disaster! Without the chickens, there 
would be no eggs. No eggs meant no Easter egg 

hunts and no Easter egg hunts meant lots of 
unhappy children. The day would be ruined!



 5. Tick one word from the text that means the same as 
‘spoilt’. 

celebrated               ruined                   watched

 2. Find and copy the word that shows 
that the chickens are feeling very tired.                                                                  
 

 3. How has the author changed the spelling of the 

 4. How is the Easter Bunny feeling after she receives 

Can you describe these Easter pictures using expanded 

Describe It! 

The fluffy, golden chick



Complete these sentences:

1. What a fabulous Easter present this is! This 

is an e__________sentence.

2. ______ sentence.

3. _______sentence.

4. The Easter Bunny hides chocolate on Easter 

Day. This is a s________ sentence.

5. Chocolate, rabbit, chicken, present and egg are all n____.

6. Delicious, gooey, brown and fantastic 

are all a_________.

7. Hunting, searching, eating and giving are all v____.

8. Happily, excitedly, greedily and quickly are all a______.

9. Eggcup, footprint and cupcake are all c_______ words.

10. This punctuation mark (The Easter Bunny’s 

basket) is called an a_________.

Can you draw lines to match each root word to the correct 

belongs to at least two different root words.

Easter Egg Match-Up!

enjoy sad hope happy

penny delight amaze cheer

-ment -ful -ness -less



Two of the root words would need to change their spellings 

Could you use both of these words in an Easter-themed 
Can you fill in the gaps and then find the words, which 

Easter Egg               
Word Search



Try to answer these questions using clues from the picture.

Reading an 
Easter Picture

1. Tick one.  

Read this extract about how and why Easter is celebrated 
and then answer the following questions:

Good Friday

Lent

Easter Day

Ash Wednesday



 2. Find and copy the meaning of the word ‘resurrected’.            
 

 3. What does the author mean by ‘naughty but 
 4. Tick the word that means the same as ‘hinder’. 

Tick one.               

distract

look

push

upset



Tick one.  

Read this poem about a rabbit and then answer the following 
questions:

rainy

lovely

windy

miserable

I met a little rabbit once, 
A hopping on his way,
I said ‘Where are you going,

He said with just the slightest frown,
‘Don’t hinder me I pray!
I’m taking round the Easter eggs,
Because it’s Easter Day!’ 

 1. Find and copy the word that 
shows how the rabbit was moving.                                                                    
 

Cut out and stick together your two Easter dice. Roll both 
of the dice together and use the two words in a sentence.

Easter Sentence Dice 

e.g. If you roll the words ‘Easter Bunny’ and ‘if’, you could 
create the sentence: ‘I might find some gifts from the Easter 
Bunny if I search in my garden.’


